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The MAPEX2000 experiments were conducted in the Mediterranean Sea in March, 2000 to
determine seabed properties using a towed acoustic source and receiver array. Towed systems are
advantageous because they are easy to deploy from a ship and the moving platform offers the
possibility for estimating spatially variable~range-dependent! seabed properties. In this paper,
seabed parameters are determined using a matched-field geoacoustic inversion approach with
measured, towed array data. Previous research has successfully applied matched-field geoacoustic
inversion techniques to measured acoustic data. However, in nearly all cases the inverted data were
collected on moored, vertical receiver arrays. Results here show that seabed parameters can also be
extracted by inverting acoustic measurements from a towed array of receivers, and these agree with
those inverted using data received simultaneously on a vertical array. These findings imply that a
practical technique could be developed to map range-dependent seabed parameters over large areas
using a towed acoustic system. An example of such a range-dependent inversion is given using
measurements from the MAPEX2000 experiments.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1502264#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Pt, 43.60.Gk, 43.30.Wi, 43.30.Xm@DLB#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound propagation in shallow waters is known to va
drastically depending on location. Transmission-loss m
surements taken around the world, in the frequency ban
0.5–1.5 kHz, show as much as 50 dB variability at 100-
source–receiver separations.1 This variability can greatly in-
fluence the performance of a wide variety of sonar syste
and can be attributed to several environmental factors inc
ing surface wave-height conditions, water column sou
speed properties, bathymetry, and seabed type. The se
often has a strong impact on propagation and its prope
are probably the most difficult to obtain. Numerical mode
can be used to predict sonar system performance, but t
rely on good information about the environment~e.g., seabed
properties!.

In recent years, model-based acoustic inversion te
niques have been under development to determine prope
of the seabed. Matched-field processing~MFP!, geoacoustic
inversion is a model-based technique that has been ap
successfully in characterizing the seabed for the most im
tant parameters for propagation prediction. This is a rem
sensing method that uses down-range acoustic measurem
to infer properties of the seabed. Computer simulations
used to model the down-range acoustic response to diffe
seabed types, and efficient search algorithms are applie
find the environment giving an optimal match between m
eled and measured data.2–4 By far, the most common con

a!Currently at Science Applications International Corporation, 10260 C
pus Point Dr., San Diego, CA 92121.
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figuration has been a sound source and a vertical line a
~VLA ! of receivers spanning a large portion of the wa
column.5–7 The VLA configuration is sensible as the prop
gating acoustic field is received at all angles~in the ideal
case ofN32D propagation with an array spanning the ent
water column!. In principle, if a towed sound source is use
with a moored VLA, large areas could be probed and
some cases range-dependent seabed properties determ8

However, as the range increases between source and
ceiver, variability in the environment can destroy the pred
tion capability of the matched-field processor due to inac
racies in the modeling. This variability could be caused
among other factors, changes in bathymetry, variability in
ocean sound speed, or abrupt changes in the seabed pr
ties. This range dependency can often be extremely diffi
to include in the numerical modeling required for the MF
inversion, and may take some range-dependent propaga
codes out of their region of numerical accuracy. While so
factors like bathymetry might be well known and could
included in the MFP inversion modeling, other factors su
as detailed, range-dependent, ocean sound-speed profile
not likely to be available. For reliable seabed estimates
geometry with either fixed source or receiver array may
limited to 2 km~or less! separation between the two due on
the ocean sound-speed variability.9 In addition, with either
the source or receivers in a fixed location, the inverted b
tom properties are averaged over the distance between
two. This is problematic in cases where distinct bottom typ
impact acoustic propagation in significantly different wa
such that the behavior of the field would not be captu
-

1523)/1523/13/$19.00
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FIG. 1. Measured time series showin
arrivals structure~top! and ray dia-
gram to a single receiver~bottom!.
The ray diagram is based on simpl
geometric analysis and is color code
to help identify the corresponding ar
rivals on the measured time-serie
The following geometry was used fo
the ray trace in bottom panel: sourc
depth 72 m, head receiver depth 65 m
tail receiver depth 70 m, water dept
125 m sub-bottom depth 135 m
source-head receiver distance 180 m
and constant sound speed of 1510 m
to
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correctly using averaged seabed properties as input
propagation model.

In this paper, matched-field geoacoustic inversion
considered using a towed horizontal line array~HLA !. An
HLA system has several advantages over a VLA includ
the ease in which it can be deployed from a ship. Since
HLA and towed sound source are kept at short range s
rations, MFP degradation due to water column sound-sp
variability is minimized or eliminated. The requirement f
range-dependent modeling in the MFP inversion is a
eliminated because the bottom type and bathymetry can
ally be assumed constant over the short distance separ
source and HLA. Because of the short distance betw
source and HLA and because both are towed, distinct, ra
dependent bottom types can be determined. A disadvan
of the HLA is that it does not span the water column a
1524 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 4, October 2002
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capture acoustic energy at all propagation angles. The in
sion method described in this paper was motivated by
seismic industry where towed, horizontal arrays are co
monly used. Examples of a seismic display using HLA me
surements are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 the acqu
tion is for source and array at midwater depth with the he
of the array about 180 m from the source. In Fig. 2, t
source and array are closer to the sea surface. These fig
indicate that the data contain information about a variety
propagation angles that have interacted with the bottom.
arrivals in Figs. 1 and 2—other than the direct and surfa
bounce—have information about the seabed sound speed
tenuation, and layer structure.

The seismic community has established techniques s
as coring and wide-angle reflection measurements to de
mine seabed properties such as sound speed and de
g
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FIG. 2. Measured time series showin
arrivals structure~top! and ray dia-
gram to a single receiver~bottom!.
The ray diagram is based on simpl
geometric analysis and is color code
to help identify the corresponding ar
rivals on the measured time-serie
~bottom!. There does not seem to b
any arrivals corresponding to the bo
tom reflection ~solid green! in the
measured data. In the area for this da
collection, the bottom is known to be
soft and for shallow angles the reflec
tion coefficient is close to zero. The
following geometry was used for the
ray trace in bottom panel: source dep
29 m, head receiver depth 30 m, ta
receiver depth 31 m, water depth 12
m sub-bottom depth 130 m, source
head receiver distance 185 m, an
constant sound speed of 1510 m/s.
Siderius et al.: Inversion with a towed receiver array



FIG. 3. Experimental geometry for 7 March 2000.
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Coring methods are probably the most direct—this attem
to take a pristine sample of the seabed which is then a
lyzed ~i.e., material sound speed is estimated by acou
travel time measurements through the core!. There are sev-
eral drawbacks to coring as a way to produce quantities
input into numerical propagation models. Coring can ty
cally only sample the top 1–5 m of the seabed. Harder s
beds~including sand! are often difficult~or impossible! to
core. Coring is time consuming, requires specialized eq
ment not available on all ships, and is difficult in high s
states. Wide-angle reflection is another approach for estim
ing seabed properties. This acoustic technique estimates
bed layer thicknesses and sound speed by taking travel
measurements at different angles from the same refle
~same layer! in the seabed. Recently, using a moored rece
and towed sound source, this method has been extend
include the seabed loss parameter by also measuring se
frequency-domain bottom loss.10 Although VLA, MFP geo-
acoustic inversions, can be problematic~for practical reasons
and in range-dependent environments!, this configuration has
produced good simulated and experimental results. In
ticular, when source–receiver separations are small, or
range dependence weak, the VLA geoacoustic inversion
provide excellent seabed parameter estimates. In this pap
VLA is used on conjunction with a towed HLA as shown
Fig. 3. Although the interest here is to develop a sea
characterization methodology based on an HLA, the VLA
used for comparing inverted seabed parameter estimates
important to show consistency between these two config
tions as the VLA inversion is probably closest to ‘‘groun
truth’’ knowledge of the seabed available. To insure a go
quality VLA inversion, the distances between the sou
source and VLA are kept short~about 1 km!.

In past years, geoacoustic data inversion for sea
properties using horizontal apertures~synthetic or towed ar-
rays! has been proposed.11,12 Jesus and Caiti13 and Caiti,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 4, October 2002
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Jesus, and Kristensen14 demonstrated the concept of MF
inversion with a towed array~156-m aperture! using narrow-
band data. Although broadband data were simulated,
measured data were only based on single frequencies.
feasibility test was successful, but several problems with
method are described in the concluding remarks of Ref.
Among the most important difficulties encountered were
ray shape deformation, low resolvability of the seabed
rameters, and balancing the trade-off between computati
efficiency and accuracy of the inversion solution. Each
these problem areas is addressed in this paper. Usin
broadband signal transmission, the HLA shape is better e
mated and the bottom properties are better resolved. A
here, all geometric parameters~i.e., source and receiver po
sitions and water depth! are included in the inversion proces
and do not rely completely on nonacoustic sensors. Us
deeper tow depths for source and array together wit
broadband signal received on a 254-m array provides a la
spread of reflection angles over a greater frequency ba
and this additional information allows for an improved inve
sion. The inversions in this paper use a cost function~equiva-
lent to a frequency-domain matched filter! that takes advan-
tage of the broadband signal. The data inversions consid
here use a set of seabed parameters that should mini
parameter coupling and allow for a more detailed descript
of the seabed than those in previous HLA inversions~i.e.,
sediment sound speed, layer thickness, attenuation, and
bottom sound speed are included!. Finally, inversion of VLA
measurements for exactly the same seabed parameters
same location as for the HLA provides for a good compa
son of the results.

In Sec. II of this paper the inversion procedure is d
scribed. In Sec. III, a simulation study is presented to illu
trate and compare HLA and VLA geoacoustic inversion.
sensitivity study is presented to estimate which parame
might be resolved in the inversions. Section IV describes
1525Siderius et al.: Inversion with a towed receiver array
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MAPEX2000 experiments and the acoustic data collected
validation of the inversion methods. Section V presents
geoacoustic inversion results using the MAPEX2000 exp
mental data taken on both a VLA and HLA.

II. INVERSION PROCEDURE

Measurements of acoustic data showing large diff
ences in propagation loss for various locations around
world are indications that acoustics might be used in an
verse scheme to infer properties of the environment. Thi
the motivation for MFP, geoacoustic inversion. The meth
is summarized in the following list.

~1! Measure the acoustic field at the site of interest
signal transmission covering a broad band of frequen
contains more information than that of a single tone and w
generally produce better inversion results.15 In the work con-
sidered in this paper, the band 220–800 Hz is conside
Although single hydrophone inversions are possible, arr
of receivers are generally more useful.

~2! Choose a propagation model that is suitable for
experimental conditions. For the HLA configuration cons
ered here, the acoustic source is only a few hundred me
from the hydrophones. Steep angle propagation paths ca
be neglected and a model valid in the near-field must
used. Here, the broadband, complex normal-mode mo
ORCA16 is used. This is a layered normal-mode model t
includes the continuous spectrum. To demonstrate the rob
ness of the inversion approach, the parabolic equa
methodRAM17 is also used as a propagation model. Oth
models may be appropriate, including ray theoretic co
that correctly treat the seabed interactions.

~3! Define a geoacoustic model for the site with a set
parameters that can be implemented in the propaga
model. Only parameters which influence the down-ran
acoustic field should be considered. Otherwise, there is l
hope that the acoustic fields will contain enough informat
to invert for those parameter values. Typically, a simplifi
description of the seabed is required to produce a stable
version, as parameter coupling may cause an appa
instability.18 Here, one- and two-sediment layer models ov
lying an infinite half-space are considered.

~4! Determine a cost function to quantify the agreem
between the experimental measurements and the mod
data. Two cost functions based on the Bartlett correlator
used here.19,20The first correlates the modeled and measu
pressure fields over the array of hydrophones and the m
nitudes are summed over frequency as shown in Eq.~1!

BH5
1

NF
(
j 51

NF u( i 51
NH pi j qi j* u2

( i 51
NH upi j u2( i 51

NH uqi j u2
. ~1!

The second cost function is given by Eq.~2!. Here, the
acoustic field is correlated in frequency with the magnitud
summed over the hydrophone array

BF5
1

NH
(
i 51

NH u( j 51
NF pi j qi j* u2

( j 51
NF upi j u2( j 51

NF uqi j u2
. ~2!
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In Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, NF is the number of frequency compo
nents,NH is the number of hydrophones, and the measu
and modeled complex pressure vectors arepi j and qi j ~*
denotes the complex conjugate operation!. Both correlators
take on a value of 1 for two identical signals and 0 for co
pletely uncorrelated signals. Equation~1! is a maximum
likelihood-derived objective function when the noise is ad
tive and identically distributed on each hydrophone but
noise level may vary across frequencies. For Eq.~2!, the
noise is assumed identically distributed on each freque
but may vary across hydrophones. There were no obvi
differences in the results for simulated data using either
~1! or Eq. ~2!; however, with the experimental data Eq.~1!
performed slightly better on the VLA and Eq.~2! slightly
better on the HLA. The reason for this is not complete
known, but it may be because the transmitted signal w
better equalized to produce a flat spectrum@required for Eq.
~2!# than the equalization to produce a flat hydrophone
sponse across the HLA@required if using Eq.~1!#. For all
inversions of measured data considered in this paper, Eq~1!
is used with the VLA and Eq.~2! with the HLA.

~5! An efficient algorithm is needed to navigate the en
mous search space and find the global minimum to the
function. This type of large-scale optimization requires
method such as genetic algorithms4 or simulated annealing.3

Both methods have been applied to MFP geoacoustic in
sions with success. This is a constrained optimization pr
lem with each of the desired inversion parameters boun
by a predetermined search space. In all the inversions c
sidered in this paper~both HLA and VLA!, a genetic algo-
rithm search is used with the propagation modelsORCA or
RAM as implemented in the inversion codeSAGA.21 A total
computation of 40 000 forward models was used in the
version searches.

~6! Estimate the quality~errors! of the inversion. Severa
possibilities exist for estimating the accuracy of the inver
solution. A simple approach is to plot the cost function val
versus corresponding parameter value. In this way, the
tribution of high cost function values should cluster near
true parameter value. The character of such plots indicate
sensitivity of each parameter. This is shown with example
Sec. III. Another important quality check is to examine thea
posteriori distributions.4

A. Reducing the dominance of the direct and surface
arrivals

The largest amplitude acoustic arrivals are usually d
to the direct and sea-surface paths, yet these paths do
contribute to inversion for bottom properties. These arriv
depend only on the geometry of the experiment~i.e., source
and receiver positions! and weakly on the ocean sound spe
and sea-surface states. However, failure to account for th
arrivals can significantly degrade the quality of the invers
results. One way to overcome allowing these arrivals fr
dominating the inversion problem would be to filter~or time
gate! them. In practice, an automatic procedure to sel
from received time series only the surface and direct arriv
could be difficult. It can be especially complicated in cas
Siderius et al.: Inversion with a towed receiver array
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FIG. 4. Cost function evaluated
against the reference solution as ea
seabed parameter takes on all its po
sible values. While evaluating a pa
rameter, all of the others are held fixe
at their known value. The cost func
tion value is given on they-axis and
the parameter value on thex-axis. The
blue curve gives the result for the hori
zontal array, the green curve for th
vertical array moored 1 km from the
source and the red curve is for a vert
cal array moored at 5 km. Referenc
and test solutions were simulated u
ing ORCA.
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when multiple arrivals interfere with each other~see Fig. 1!.
For instance, with a receiver and source at midwater de
the first surface and first bottom arriving paths will interfe
Nearly the same result as filtering can be accomplished
limiting the search intervals for geometric parameters.
principle, for geoacoustic inversion experiments, the geo
etry is known through direct measurements such as d
sensors on the towed source and receiver arrays. In prac
there is some slight uncertainty in source and receiver de
and other factors like array shape~e.g., tilt! may not be mea-
sured at all. There are also slight errors in the bottom de
measurement from the ship’s echo sounder~on the order of 1
m for the MAPEX2000 experiments!. Inverting acoustic
measurements for source and receiver depths provid
valuable sanity check of the data quality and data process
Furthermore, it avoids placing too much confidence in de
sensors and provides an estimate for array tilt.

Therefore, a two-step approach is used for the inversi
considered in this paper. First, a geometry-only inversion
made, and second, these parameters are ‘‘locked down’’ f
full inversion for bottom properties. This is followed by
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 4, October 2002
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second inversion for geometric parameters only when us
the newly inverted seabed parameters~as a check!. This pro-
cedure is related to ‘‘focalization’’2 and the subspace ap
proach of Refs. 22 and 23. For the measured data consid
in Sec. IV, the geometry-only-inversion results agreed w
the direct measurements~within experimental error!. Addi-
tionally, the geometry-only inversion provided a valuable e
timate for array tilt that was not readily available from dire
measurements. Although the term locked down is used,
geometric parameters were not fixed at one value during
full inversion for bottom properties. The geometric para
eters were allowed to vary by approximately the expec
errors in the measurements. This approach is practical, s
numerically the search for geometric parameters can be d
extremely fast. Note the following normal-mode express
for the pressure field:

p~r ,z!5
exp~ ip/4!

r~zs!A8pr
(
n51

N
1

Akrn

3Cn~0,zs!Cn~r ,z!exp~ ikrn!. ~3!
1527Siderius et al.: Inversion with a towed receiver array
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This assumes a time-harmonic exp(2 ivt) point source in a
cylindrical geometry positioned at ranger 50 and depthz
5zs with normal modes,Cn(z), corresponding horizonta
wave numbers,krn , and density,r(z).24 The numerical ap-
proach is to compute the normal modes and horizontal w
numbers for one environment and store these in mem
Then, computing new pressure fields to invert for the geo
etry ~i.e., source and receiver positions! requires only a re-
peat summation of Eq.~3! with new zs , z, and r. The
geometry-only inversion can be done in about 1% of
CPU time for a full inversion. By searching for these ge
metric parameters first, their search space can be greatly
ited when included in the full inversion, which keeps t
highly sensitive geometric parameters from dominating
inversion.

III. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ARRAY SEABED
CHARACTERIZATION: A SIMULATION STUDY

Much more research has been done using a VLA
matched-field geoacoustic inversion, and there is a good
derstanding of the sensitivity of both seabed parameters
experiment geometry. With the HLA, these sensitivities
less well known. A good initial discussion on HLA sensiti
ity can be found in Refs. 13 and 14. Some of the system
geometrical parameters that are expected to impact the in
sion are as follows.

~i! Source and HLA depth: It is expected that good in
sonification of the bottom favors towing closer to th
seafloor. In practice, this can be difficult due to t
danger of accidentally dragging the source or array
the bottom. Safe tow depths are usually determin
based on how well the bathymetry of the area
known as well as how quickly equipment can be
covered.

~ii ! Source and HLA separation: It is also expected tha
better information will be obtained if the HLA re
ceives from propagation directions around the criti
angle. Since the critical angle is usually unknown,
may be difficult to set the ideal source–HLA sepa
tion distance.

~iii ! Array length: For a range-independent environme
longer HLAs should perform better than short on
~since more propagation angles would be received
therefore more information about bottom intera
tions!. However, this has to be balanced by the pr
tical issues such as array motion, more complica
propagation~over longer ranges!, and possibly range
dependence in the bathymetry or seabed propertie

~iv! Signal type and bandwidth: Geoacoustic inversion us
ing VLAs typically shows better performance usin
broadband rather than narrow-band signals. This
expected to be true also for HLA inversion.

In this section, using simulations, the sensitivity of se
bed parameters determined with an HLA inversion metho
compared with the sensitivity using a VLA. There are
enormous number of possible combinations of the aforem
tioned system and geometrical parameters; including al
1528 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 4, October 2002
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them in this sensitivity study would confuse the results.
stead, these were fixed at the values used in
MAPEX2000 experiments described in Sec. IV.

Seabed sensitivity has a strong dependency on the
rametrization used in the propagation modeling. Here, a o
layer geoacoustic model is used~sediment overlying a infi-
nite half-space sub-bottom!. Although this may seem overly
simplistic, it is unlikely that a more highly resolved botto
could be extracted from these measurements and this in
sion method.9 Further, it is unlikely that a more sophisticate
geoacoustic model would significantly change propagat
predictions. This is explored further in Sec. V. Numeric
simulations are used here to create a known set of data
both an HLA and VLA similar to the MAPEX2000 experi
mental data.

The first test of sensitivity is to look at each seab
parameter separately. For a selected parameter, the aco
fields are computed for all values in its search space. Me
while, each of the other seabed parameters is held fixed a
known ~reference! value. The eight parameters consider
and their reference values are: sediment sound speedcsed

51550 m/s, sediment layer thicknesshsed510 m, sediment
attenuationased50.2 dB/l ~wavelength!, sediment density
rsed51.5 g/cm3, sediment sound-speed gradientDcsed51.5
1/s, sub-bottom sound speedcbot51750 m/s, sub-bottom at
tenuation abot50.2 dB/l, sub-bottom densityrbot51.5
g/cm3.

Three experimental geometries are considered:~1! HLA
with the closest hydrophone 300 m away from the sour
~2! VLA at 1-km source–receiver separation, and~3! VLA at
5-km separation. The water depth was taken as 130 m
the source depth was 55 m. The VLA had 48 hydropho
with 2-m spacing spanning the depths 24–118 m. The H
was at 60 m depth, had 128 hydrophones with 2-m spac
spanning ranges 300–554 m from the source. The cost fu
tion was determined using Eq.~1! for both HLA and VLA,

TABLE I. Seabed parameters used to generate the reference solution
rameter labels and search intervals are also shown. Attenuation and de
are constant through the sediment and sub-bottom. Sound speeds re
compressional acoustic waves and attenuation is given in units of dec
per wavelength.

Parameter
Reference

value
Search

minimum
Search

maximum

Sediment thickness:hsed ~m! 10 0.1 20
Sediment speed:csed ~m/s! 1550 1450 1700
Attenuation:a ~dB/l! 0.2 0.0 1.0
Density:r ~g/cm3! 1.5 1.0 2.5
Sub-bottom speed:cbot ~m/s! 1750 csed (csed1250)

TABLE II. Geometric parameters and search intervals around estim
values for geoacoustic inversions.

Parameter Search interval

Source range 65 m
Source depth 61 m
Array depth 61 m
Array tilt 61 m
Bottom depth 61 m
Siderius et al.: Inversion with a towed receiver array
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300 m for each of 40,000 forward
models included in the genetic algo
rithm search. Parameter and their uni
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of each panel and thex-axis corre-
sponds to the search interval.
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and the results for each parameter is given in Fig. 4. Fr
Fig. 4, it can be seen that the VLA at 1 km and the HLA ha
the greatest sensitivity tohsed andcbot, while the VLA at 5
km is more sensitive tocsedandrsed. None of the geometries
are sensitive to the sub-bottom attenuation (abot) or density
(rbot), and there is only slight sensitivity to sediment soun
speed gradient (Dcsed). A caveat to this sensitivity test is th
interdependency of each parameter on the others. For
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 4, October 2002
m

-
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ample, the sensitivity to sediment thickness and sub-bot
properties will also depend on the sediment properties~e.g.,
sound speed and density!. That is, the ability to sense th
sub-bottom and the interface between the sediment and
bottom will depend on the amount of penetration through
sediment. However, this simple sensitivity test provides b
an estimate of how the cost function varies in the neighb
hood of the true solution and guidelines for choosing para
:

s

re
f

FIG. 6. Simulated data using ORCA
cost function values~along they-axis
without dimension! for the VLA at 1
km for each of 40,000 forward model
included in the genetic algorithm
search. Parameter and their units a
indicated in the upper right corners o
each panel and thex-axis corresponds
to the search interval.
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eters. With the given sensitivity curves, the geoacou
model was refined to include one sediment layer~over a
half-space sub-bottom! but to ignore the sediment sound
speed gradient~e.g., constant sediment sound speed w
depth! and to limit the model to a single attenuation a
density~constant with depth through the sediment and s
bottom!.

A full inversion was performed on the reference soluti
using each of the three geometries described. The geoac
tic parameters for the simulation and the search intervals
the inversion are given in Table I. The geometrical para
eters had small search intervals~the reasons for this are ou
lined in Sec. II A! and these are given in Table II.

The inversion results are presented in two ways. The

FIG. 7. Sound speed taken from XBT casts at positions 36°32.458 N and
14°49.208 E ~at 8:07 UTC! 36°27.348 N and 14°46.478 E ~at 9:11 UTC! on
7 March 2000.
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of parameter values corresponding to the single, highest
relation between reference and inverted solutions is giv
Then, all the cost function values for each of the 40 0
forward model computations in the inversion are plotted w
the corresponding parameter values. As the search algor
converges, a particular part of the parameter space ma
sampled more often than other parts. To give a sense of
sampling, a gray scale is used to indicate how the sea
algorithm sampled each parameter value. The most hea
sampled parts of the parameter search space appear da
These scatter plots reveal parameter sensitivity by show
how the cost function varies as the parameter search spa
sampled. In this way, each parameter sensitivity can
judged without the bias imposed by keeping the other par
eters fixed. The most likely value for each of the paramet
can be interpreted from the peaks in the scatter plots. In
5 the scatter plot results from the HLA are shown, and in F
6 the results from the VLA at 1 km. The scatter plots resu
resemble the sensitivity curves from Fig. 4. For both t
VLA and HLA geometries, the scatter plots show heavy sa
pling and a peak at the correct value for each parame
Figures 5 and 6 indicate higher sensitivity from the VLA, b
the bottom properties are still resolved using the HLA.

IV. THE MAPEX2000 EXPERIMENTS

The MAPEX2000 experiments were conducted by t
SACLANT Undersea Research Centre and took place on
Malta Plateau~between Italy and Malta! from 22 February to
27 March 2000. The purpose of the experiments descri
here is to validate the HLA geoacoustic inversion meth
and compare this with a VLA geoacoustic inversion. T
n

s

c
ir
t

FIG. 8. MAPEX2000 HLA measured
data inversion using propagatio
model ORCA from ping-9:07 on
7 March 2000. Cost function value
~along they-axis without dimension!
for the HLA for each of 40,000 for-
ward models included in the geneti
algorithm search. Parameter and the
units are indicated in the upper righ
corners of each panel and thex-axis
corresponds to the search interval.
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experimental setup showing the moored VLA and tow
HLA is shown in Fig. 3. In this article, only the measur
ments taken on 7 March 2000 are considered.

A. Acoustic data

During the experiments of 7 March 2000, broadba
acoustic signals were transmitted using flextensional sou
mounted in a tow fish. A sequence consisting of line
frequency-modulated~LFM! sweeps and multitones were r
peated every minute. In this paper, only 1-s sweeps fr
150–800 Hz are considered. All transmissions were eq
ized using a programmable signal generator to produce
nals having a flat spectrum. Prior to the 7 March 2000
periments, the radiation patterns were measured from
sources showing no more than 1 dB directionality for t
150–800 Hz band.25 Therefore, no correction was needed f
the source radiation pattern~assumed omnidirectional!. The
received time series was converted to the frequency dom
using a fast Fourier transform. Frequency bins correspond
to 220–800 Hz in 10-Hz increments were used in the inv
sion for comparison with modeled results.

The HLA is 254 m in total length, and for data consi
ered here, the entire length of the array was used~128 hy-
drophones spaced at 2 m!. Both the array and source wer
towed from the NRV ALLIANCE at approximately 5 knots
The distance between the sound source and the closes
drophone on the HLA was about 300 m. The tow depth
the source and HLA varied slightly during the acoustic ru
but generally were maintained at 55–65-m depth. The V
was deployed at position 36°26.6688 N and 14°46.7518 E
and the acoustic data were received on NRV ALLIANCE by
radio telemetry. The VLA has 48 equally spaced hyd
phones covering 94 m of the water column~spanning depths
of 24–118 m!. The VLA was bottom moored~the water
depth was 130 m! and kept upright using a subsurface flo

B. Oceanographic data

Sound-speed profiles were measured before, during,
after the acoustic experiments. Conductivity, temperatu
and depth~CTD! measurements were taken from NRV ALLI-

ANCE before and after each towed source acoustic run. D
ing the acoustic runs, expendable bathythermograph~XBT!
probes were deployed from NRV ALLIANCE to measure the
ocean temperature profile. The salinity from the CTD ca
were used to calculate sound speed from the XBT prob
Typical sound speeds taken from two XBT probes on
March 2000 are shown in Fig. 7. The profiles are sligh
upward refracting~the typical condition for the experimenta
area in March!, but the overall change in sound speed ov
depth is only about 4 m/s. For the two geoacoustic inversi
considered here, the input sound-speed profile for the ac
tic modeling was taken from the derived XBT closest in tim
to the acoustic transmission.

V. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ARRAY SEABED
CHARACTERIZATION: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A 1-s LFM signal ~150–800 Hz! was transmitted a
09:07 UTC from ALLIANCE located at 36°26.6888 N and
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 4, October 2002
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14°46.2308 E ~denoted ping-9:07!. This was simultaneously
recorded on the HLA and the VLA~the VLA was about 1 km
from the source!. The same ping was inverted from rece
tions on the HLA and VLA with exactly the same procedu
and search intervals as for the simulations in Sec. III. Eq
tion ~2! was used as the cost function for the HLA inversio
and Eq.~1! for the VLA. The signal-to-noise ratio was abou
20 dB for the data considered here. The scatter plots show
the most likely and highest correlation values for the sea
parameters are shown in Fig. 8 for the HLA and Fig. 9
the VLA.

Both the HLA and VLA show clustering of the high
cost-function values near the global maximum, best-fit so
tion, and both agree in the values for the seabed parame
that are most sensitive. Although the highest cost-funct
values~or fitness! are less than they were for the simulation
Figs. 8 and 9 have a 0.25 range on the cost-function axisy
axis! as was shown for the simulations Figs. 5 and 6. Sin
the signal-to-noise ratio was high, it is likely the lower ove
all cost function value was caused by a mismatch in
modeling of the experiment geometry, seabed, water colu
or sea surface. As with the simulations, the VLA has sligh
better sensitivity to the seabed parameters than does
HLA. However, clear values for the seabed parameters
found with the HLA in agreement with the VLA. Both HLA
and VLA inversions indicate a dominant sediment layer
about 17–19-m depth.

A comparison of the measured and modeled~using
ORCA! acoustic impulse responses are shown in Figs. 10
11. Both figures show multipath structure. For both the H
and VLA, two of the first three strong arrivals contain n
information about the seabed as these are direct and sur
bounce arrivals~the second arrival can be due to either t
surface or the bottom bounce depending on geometry!. Later
arrivals have at least one interaction with the seabed. F
Fig. 11, the tilt of the VLA can be inferred by the sligh
difference in direct path arrival times across the array. Us
the arrival times along the array, and assuming the dir
arrival is a plane wave, the VLA was tilted to give a 6–7-
displacement between the top and bottom hydrophones.
though this can be computed directly, it was left as an
known and determined in the inversion process which fou
a value of 7-m VLA displacement~for the full inversion for
bottom properties, the VLA tilt search interval was 6–8 m
displacement!.

A. Geoacoustic inversion over a range-dependent
seabed

The advantages of using a towed array–towed so
source configuration becomes clearer in range-dependen
eas. For a fixed VLA like that used in MAPEX2000, only th
sound source is mobile to probe the range-dependent e
ronment. However, a VLA MFP inversion introduces mod
ing problems since the range-dependence needs to be
cluded. The HLA configuration avoids this difficulty as th
distance between source and receiver is kept small and r
dependence can usually be neglected~slight range depen-
dence such as water-depth changes can often be compen
for by allowing small shifts in source and receiv
1531Siderius et al.: Inversion with a towed receiver array
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FIG. 9. MAPEX2000 VLA measured
data inversion using propagatio
model ORCA from ping-9:07 on 7
March 2000. Cost function values
~along they-axis without dimension!
for the VLA for each of 40,000 for-
ward models included in the geneti
algorithm search. Parameter and the
units are indicated in the upper righ
corners of each panel and thex-axis
corresponds to the search interval.
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positions26,27!. A second inversion was carried out for a pin
taken at 08:05 UTC from ALLIANCE located at 36°32.5808 N
and 14°49.2608 E ~denoted ping-8:05!. The water depth a
the source–HLA location was 99 m and the VLA was still
the same position as for ping-9:07~in water depth of 130 m!.
Doing a VLA inversion for ping-8:05 is problematic du
only to the bathymetry change of 31 m between the sou
1532 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 4, October 2002
e

and VLA locations. Also, there is about 11 km betwe
source and VLA, and range-dependent ocean sound sp
may need to be included. Further, the bottom properties
change along the track between ping-9:07 and ping-8
The area near ping-8:05 is characterized by a very soft la
on top of a harder sub-bottom. The HLA seabed invers
results are shown in Fig. 12. The different bottom type n
nversion.
FIG. 10. Measured and modeled band-limited impulse responses for the HLA. The modeled field used the best fit seabed properties from the i
Siderius et al.: Inversion with a towed receiver array
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FIG. 11. Measured and modeled band-limited impulse responses for the VLA. The modeled field used the best fit seabed properties from the i
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ping-8:05 is evident from the results in Fig. 12. The s
layer is detected and is about 10 m in thickness. The lo
sub-bottom speed is also well determined, which is lik
because the soft sediment layer allows better acoustic
etration down to the sub-bottom. A VLA inversion was a
tempted using a range-independent assumption even th
the water depth changed along the track by about 31 m.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 4, October 2002
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VLA results showed a very poor cost-function value for t
best-fit solution, and none of the geoacoustic parameters
well determined. It is possible that including the rang
dependent bathymetry would improve the best-fit co
function value; however, it would greatly increase compu
tion time and it would remain difficult to interpret th
averaged seabed properties found over the 11-km track.
n

c
ir
t

FIG. 12. MAPEX2000 HLA measured
data inversion using propagatio
model ORCA from ping-8:05 on 7
March 2000. Cost function values
~along they-axis without dimension!
for the HLA for each of 40,000 for-
ward models included in the geneti
algorithm search. Parameter and the
units are indicated in the upper righ
corners of each panel and thex-axis
corresponds to the search interval.
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A second inversion was made on ping-8:05 using a m
sophisticated geoacoustic model that included two sedim
layers over an infinite half-space. Within each of the tw
layers the geoacoustic properties were assumed constan~no
gradients!. As an additional check, the forward propagati
modelRAM was used in place ofORCA. The search algorithm
and objective function are the same as those already
scribed. The results of the comparison are shown in Table
The table shows the two inversions produce a similar sea
The slow layer of about 9–10 m over a faster layer is ag
well determined. The second layer of the two-layer mo
has a sound speed nearly the same as the half-space o
one-layer model. Both inversions produce low attenuat
and a similar density. The significance of the one-layer a
two-layer inversions demonstrates that for these data
method is not particularly sensitive to the propagation mod
and that the one-layer model is probably adequate to desc
the seabed.

Inversion of the data taken between ping-8:05 and pi
9:07 is useful to show how the inverted seabed proper
vary along the track. Inversion results for nine pings alo
the track, using the two-layer geoacoustic model with pro
gation modelRAM, are shown in Fig. 13. The figure show
the inverted sound speed in the seabed and the inverted

TABLE III. Geoacoustic properties for ping-8:05 using one-layer and tw
layer models. Attenuation and density were assumed constant with d
through the sediment.

Parameter One-layer model Two-layer mode

Sediment-1 thickness:hsed1 ~m! 9.7 9.3
Sediment-2 thickness:hsed2 ~m! ¯ 9.5
Sediment-1 speed:csed1 ~m/s! 1480 1487
Sediment-2 speed:csed1 ~m/s! ¯ 1695
Sub-bottom speed:cbot ~m/s! 1700 1763
Attenuation:a ~dB/l! 0.1 0.01
Density:r ~g/cm3! 1.2 1.4

FIG. 13. MAPEX2000 HLA measured data inversion between sites 1~ping-
9:07! and 4~ping-8:05! on 7 March 2000 using 2-layer geo-acoustic mod
and propagation model RAM. Layer thickness and sound speed in the
ment are shown. Inverted properties are held constant in range between
points. Solid lines~stair-steps! are indicated at inverted water depth valu
and measured bathymetry is given by the dashed line.
1534 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 4, October 2002
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ering. As previously noted, for ping-8:05 the two-layerRAM

inversion results are very similar to the one-layerORCA re-
sults and the same is true for ping-9:07. For ping-9:07,
two-layer model results indicate nearly the same proper
in both layers (csed151550 m/s andcsed251563 m/s!, which
implies the existence of only one dominant sediment lay
The average speed in both layers of 1557 m/s and comb
layer thickness of 19.8 m agrees well with the one-lay
ORCA results, giving speed of 1554 m/s and thickness of 1
m. There is also a consistency between pings taken near
other ~in time and space!, and there was a fairly gradua
change in the inverted seabed properties moving along
range-dependent track. The slow sediment layer~sound
speed less than that in the water column! that was evident
from ping-8:05 was apparent in other pings along the tra
but this layer gradually became thicker, moving along t
track from ping-9:07 to ping-8:05~Fig. 13!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Knowing the geoacoustic properties of the seabed
critical for accurate acoustic propagation modeling for so
performance prediction. This paper describes an invers
method to obtain these geoacoustic parameters using a to
horizontal line array~HLA ! of receivers and a broadban
sound source. Matched-field processing~MFP! geoacoustic
inversion methods have been shown as a promising te
nique for determining seabed properties, but most of the
search has used measurements from a vertical line a
~VLA !. A towed array has many advantages over
moored, vertical array configuration such as easier dep
ments and being able to neglect range dependence in
MFP inversion while still mapping range-dependent sea
properties.

An important validation for the HLA inversions pre
sented here is the comparison with the VLA inversion, a
results are in good agreement for data taken where the so
was near the VLA~where it is expected the VLA inversion
will perform best!. For an 11-km track the VLA data inver
sion did not perform well due to the range-dependent en
ronment. Using the HLA data inversion this problem w
circumvented, making it possible to determine seabed pr
erties along the entire 11-km track. In this sense, the H
inversions outperformed the VLA inversions.

Several issues need to be addressed in future rese
and three main ones are listed here.~1! Computational—The
computational demands using normal-mode or parab
equation forward models are still quite high and for practic
real-time seabed estimates a propagation code will be
quired that is fast, includes all the physics of the seab
interactions, and is valid near the sound source. Ray tra
may offer a good alternative to normal modes or parabo
equation methods for rapidly computing broadband impu
responses. It may be possible to use a ray tracer if the ac
tic bottom interactions are treated correctly.28,29 ~2!
Geometry—The ideal measurement geometry will also ne
to be determined as it is likely that parameters like ar
length, tow depths, and signal types will need to be op
mized to improve estimates of the seabed properties.~3! Cost
functions—Cost functions have different sensitivities that d
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There may be a better set of cost functions~than used here!
to improve the performance of HLA inversions.
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